i-2 September
The defenders stood their post with the coolest courage. The
insurgents' armoured cars poured hail on to their sandbags,
and finally the top ones were shorn away. The Government
soldiers have no artillery support. Nevertheless, they were
calmly firing, cleaning their rifles and firing again from the
chairs on which they sat smoking. When ammunition was
exhausted, the armoured cars withdrew. Jeers and abuse arose
from the defenders. At 9 p.m. the Government still held all
their defensive positions. At night the combatants sang abuse
to one another; the Frente Popular calling their enemies
of priests," the insurgents replying with "Marxist
scum."
the new stamps
The new King Edward stamps in the Id., li-rf., and 2,\d.
denominations were issued at midnight. They are the same
size and the same rich colour as the current issue of King
George V. The head of the King is displayed on a shaded back-
ground, the tone deepening towards the left, to which the King's
head is looking. The value is indicated in plain wiiite figures in
the top left-hand corner, and balanced on the top right-hand
corner by a small crown. Underneath the King's head runs the
single word "Postage" in plain lettering. These are the simplest
stamps yet issued in this country.
Wednesday 2	spain
Another uncensored dispatch comes from The Times corre-
spondent in Valencia. General Mola holds sway in. the north.
Insurgents at Toledo, however, are suffering great privations.
There is no news from Saragossa. In Andalusia the insurgents
are not so secure as in the north. There most of the peasants
are Reds, and the Regular Army, formed of sons of the people,
has no traditions of loyalty. Both sides are calling on re-
serves, but there is no ammunition or spare guns. Spain is not
equipped to build aircraft, lorries, or motor-cars on a big scale.
The great question is how many men General Franco has been
able to bring over from Morocco. The Government would be
strong if they could maintain discipline in their forces.
Meanwhile San Marcial has fallen and Irun is as good as lost.
The insurgents broke through the Government lines on Puntza
after a terrific bombardment this afternoon. San Marcial, how-
ever, still held out, until at 7 o'clock its defenders, deafened,
blinded, wounded, or killed by the artillery, ran out of ammu-
nition and fled. About 100 insurgents immediately entered. The
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